Specialize in creative problem solving within the digital media industry as a Sr. Visual/Motion Designer & New Media Consultant,
working on well-known products, brands or services. Seeking to offer my creative/technical abilities to enhance your services, products
or client’s brand by utilizing the latest creative implementations available. Definitely understand what is possible, what’s not and when to
push the creative boundaries.

KEN WARE: KWAREDESIGN@LIVE.COM

LINKEDIN.COM/IN/KWARE

Possess strong creative talents with a keen eye for corporate, educational & entertainment industries with
a diverse background in digital media. Possess verbal/written communication skills and the ability to interact
with a diverse team to solve any problems with laser-like precision.
Expert in conceptualizing, multi-tasking and fast turnaround with project deadlines as directed by a client
or internal team. Thrive on maintaining a good relationship with a client & internal team.
In addition to my passion for design innovations, motion/rich-media & 3D technologies, you will find that I’m
driven, highly motivated professional who will make your organization look good to your clients or customers.
Hold a BA in Visual Communications from The Art Institute with a concentration in visual design, multimedia, and art/technical direction with over fifteen years of experience in the digital frontier as well.

We specialize in creative problem solving within the area of visual communications for corporate and entertainment industries. We have a deep passion for design
innovations! We’re looking forward to a challenge as well. Being captivated by these passions will give us the edge on the competition, which will benefit your
company or agency to reach their goals in no time. As an accomplished and well-rounded hybrid design team, we worked on several successful projects to help firms
to reach their goals during our careers. In addition to our passions and desire to join your creative team or agency, you will find that we’re dedicated, driven and an
energetic professional. We will be pleased to present our work to whoever is interested to learn more about our services.

CONTACT: KWAREDESIGN@LIVE.COM
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